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THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS       TELEVISION & RADIO / BBC WEEK 47 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SUNDAY 18 NOVEMBER 
Children in Need  NEW                    BBC One Scotland 
 

TUESDAY 20 NOVEMBER 

The Common Riding  NEW            BBC Two Scotland 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Viewers outside Scotland can access BBC One Scotland on Sky 141 (HD) & 951, Freesat 108 (HD) & 960, Virgin Media 108 
(HD) & 862. BBC Two Scotland can be viewed on Sky 142 (HD) & 970, Freesat 970. BBC ALBA is on Sky 143, Freesat 110, 
Virgin Media 188, Freeview 8 (Scotland only). BBC Radio Scotland can be accessed on Sky 0116, Freesat 712, Freeview 719 
(Scotland only). BBC One Scotland, BBC Two Scotland and BBC ALBA are also available on the BBC iPlayer 
bbc.co.uk/iplayer & BBC Radio Scotland on bbc.co.uk/radioscotland 

  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/search/?tag=Scotland
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/categories/scotland/highlights
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https://twitter.com/BBCScotland
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BBC Introducing: Now & Next open for business 

A new talent development and commissioning initiative to support and encourage artists and 
filmmakers to produce high quality short-form content for BBC platforms was launched on 6 
November 2018 at BBC Scotland’s Pacific Quay headquarters in Glasgow. 

As part of the BBC’s ambition to develop talent and provide a platform for diverse voices, BBC 
Introducing: Now & Next, in association with Creative Scotland and LUX Scotland, will commission 20 
new pieces of work from creative practitioners living in Scotland.   The films will be shown on a variety 
of BBC platforms on air and online.    
 
The first commissioning call was made for Loop, BBC Scotland’s digital arts strand.  Speaking at the 
event Pauline Law, head of multiplatform production at BBC Scotland said: “BBC Introducing: Now & 
Next will tap into the energy and inventiveness that we know exists within Scotland’s creative sector 
and will give a voice and platform to film-makers and artists working in all genres. 

“We’re particularly keen to encourage creative collaborations across different disciplines so for 
example combining animation and music or dance and spoken word.  The opportunities are really 
exciting and together with our partners we’re looking forward to seeing how Scotland’s creative 
community engage with us.” 

Nicole Yip, director LUX Scotland said:” BBC Introducing: Now & Next is an exciting development of 
LUX Scotland’s mission to facilitate and promote artists’ moving image.  It is an initiative that promises 
to bridge a gap between artists’ practice and the breadth of British broadcasting.   In the process, 
BBC Introducing: Now & Next will encourage collaboration between artists and the many sectors of 
Scotland’s creative community.  This is a fantastic opportunity for artists, LUX Scotland and the BBC 
alike.” 

Mark Thomas, Screen Officer at Screen Scotland, Creative Scotland said “Now & Next will provide an 
invaluable opportunity for emerging and established Scottish-based artists to work in collaboration 
across art forms and reach new audiences via BBC’s broadcast platforms. It is extremely exciting to 
be working with BBC Scotland and BBC Arts on this innovative project and also LUX Scotland who 
continue to be a major asset through their support, development and distribution of the experimental 
and artist moving image sector.” 
 
For more information on BBC Introducing: Now & Next and for details on how to submit a project 
proposal visit LUX Scotland https://luxscotland.org.uk/ 

BBC Introducing: Now & Next is a BBC Arts initiative working closely with the BBC Nations and 
Regions and is a key component of the BBC’s Culture UK initiative launched by Director General 
Tony Hall in April 2017.     
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Children In Need  NEW 
Sunday 18 November 
BBC One Scotland, 4.05 - 5.05pm 
 
Jackie Bird presents a special round-up of all the best bits from Friday night's BBC Children In Need 
extravaganza plus an extended look at how the charity benefits young people in Scotland. 
Through a series of moving films, made especially for this show, we meet some of the children whose 
lives have been changed by the charity's diverse range of projects including Arran Youth Foundation 
and a range of musical groups - Music 4 U in Aberdeen, Hear My Music in Glasgow, and Drake 
Music, Edinburgh. 
There's also another chance to see the performance from this year's Scottish Children In Need Choir, 
made up of 130 young people aged from eight-15 from schools in West Dunbartonshire. As well as 
their performance of A Million Dreams from Friday, there's an exclusive performance of Keane’s 
Somewhere Only We Know which was filmed just for this evening’s highlights show. 
 
LD 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Fuine 
Monday 19 November 
BBC ALBA, 8.30 – 9.00pm  
 
From his home in Callanish in Lewis where he runs a B&B Gregor MacLeod takes to the road to meet 
some of the Highlands and Islands’ best home cooks and bakers.  
He visits them in their own kitchens and they share with him their favourite recipes. A professional 
cook himself, he knows that you can learn so much more from a passionate and practised person 
than from any cookery book. 
In the final programme of the series, Gregor and his trusted bakers and cooks show us the recipes 
they love to bake on a cold winter’s day when only a warming hot pudding will do.  
In Harris, Gregor meets an experienced cook who combines a tart and a crumble into one dish using 
soft stewed apples.  
Then, in South Uist, he meets a woman who takes the hassle out of sticky toffee pudding by making 
her own all-in-one version. Back at home Gregor makes a cherry and blueberry pie with a decorative 
pastry topping. 
 
IS 

 
Ceolmhor@Piping Live! 
Monday 19 November 
BBC ALBA, 10.00 – 10.30pm  
 
Recorded at the Piping Live! festival in August 2018, the Ceòlmhor@PipingLive series is presented by 
Allan MacDonald. 
The fourth episode features some of the best musicians from this year's festival, including Eabhal, 
who although only came together as a band in recent years, are developing a stellar reputation as an 
exceptional trad band; the musical duo Scott Figgins and Scott Garden and the brilliant piper Malin 
Lewis. 
 
IS 
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River City 
Tuesday 20 November 



BBC One Scotland HD, 8.00 – 9.00pm 
facebook.com/bbcrivercity 
twitter.com/bbcrivercity 
instagram.com/bbcrivercity 
 
This week in Shieldinch…Maggie’s sobriety is tested to the limits when granddaughter Ruby returns 
with a shocking confession; Gabriel digs deep to uncover the truth about Nicole’s unruly behaviour; 
and Suzie announces plans to bring festive cheer to the community.  
Caitlin’s birthday brings back painful memories for Maggie. Determined to be optimistic, she plans a 
day to remember but it’s sidelined by the unexpected return of granddaughter Ruby. Ellie and Caitlin 
are delighted to see Ruby again, however Maggie is suspicious about her sudden return.  
During the birthday celebrations, Ellie announces she’s pregnant and Ruby whispers her secret to 
Maggie – she is too.  
Later, Maggie chastises Ruby for being so careless but the teenager is quick to offer a solution – she 
wants an abortion. Fearing Caitlin can’t cope with her news, Ruby urges Maggie to help her go ahead 
with the secret termination.  
Elsewhere, Nicole prepares to skip town in the aftermath of her blackmailing shame. As she packs 
her bags, Kim and Lou arrive and give her an ultimatum – pay back the money or face arrest. 
Desperate to right his niece’s wrongs, Gabriel delves deep to uncover what prompted Nicole’s 
shameful actions. Lou implies he’s being emotionally played by Nicole but nothing can prepare 
Gabriel for the truth.   
Suzie calls a community meeting to announce she’ll be directing this year’s pantomime, Cinderella. 
However, Bernie quickly muscles in on the action as Shieldinch’s residents audition, with mixed 
results. 
 
Maggie is played by Kathryn Howden, Ruby by Zindzi Hudson, Gabriel by Garry Sweeney, Nicole by 
Holly Jack, Suzie by Juliet Cadzow, Caitlin by Gayle Telfer Stevens, Ellie by Leah MacRae, Kim by 
Frances Thorburn, Lou by Lesley Hart and Bernie by Barbara Rafferty.  
River City is a BBC Studios, Scotland production for BBC One Scotland.  
 
JW 
 

The Common Riding  NEW 
Tuesday 20 November 
BBC Two Scotland, 9.00-10.00pm 

 
For centuries, people in the Borders have been celebrating their history on horseback. The summer 
Common Ridings see townsfolk ‘ride out’ to commemorate the historic territory battles between the 
Scots and English and honour local patriots who gave their lives. 
This documentary looks at the traditions … and how they’re evolving in the 21

st
 century. 

Some say elements are outdated. After a very public legal battle that divided Hawick in 1996, women 
were allowed to participate in ride-outs for the first time but ceremonial events, including the yearly 
‘Chase’ have remained men-only. 
That changed this summer when women were permitted to take part in all events. Cameras were 
there to film how the changes unfolded, taking in viewpoints of traditionalists and those who want to 
see a more modern approach. 
Female riders Lisa and Pauline are preparing to take part in the Chase for the first time. 
Pauline says: “It means the world to be able to do the Chase and know I’ve got official permission, but 
it’s difficult to know there’s a great deal of the town not happy with it. There’s a suggestion that if I 
wasn’t to do it, I’d be respecting tradition. The insinuation is I’m disrespecting them by doing it. I don’t 
see it that way.” 
Vet Lisa adds: “I’ve thought about the controversy a lot. I might be naïve, but there are good people in 
this town. I think most people realise we need to move forward. I’m just pleased the time has come for 
lady riders to be involved because on the back of a horse we’re all equal.” 
Malcolm, who formerly held the ceremonial position of ‘Acting Father’, believes the customs should 
remain as they are. He says: “In 2018 there’s been a couple of girls who wanted to ride and that’s 
something that needs to be looked at very carefully because we’re trying to maintain our customs and 
traditions. I have no desire to see those changed. It’s not about exclusion. It’s about complete 
inclusion and everybody plays their part.” 
Common Riding is a Magic B Films production for BBC Scotland. 
 



LD 
 

Opry Dhoire  
Tuesday 20 November 
BBC ALBA, 10.00 – 11.00pm  
 
Opry Dhoire returns to BBC ALBA with a new series, with a wealth of musicians who are at the heart 
of country music. The King of Country music - Daniel O’Donnell – presents and Anne Sinclair narrates 
as they give a warm welcome to the stars of country music.  
Tonight’s show features the talented Irish singer Emma Ní Fhíoruisce as a special guest, singing an 
Irish translation of ‘Songbird’ with Gráinne Gavigan.  
Also joining the show this on this episode will be Ireland’s Latest Country Sensations: Ritchie Remo, 
Jordan Mogey, Shane Owens and Ben Troy. Recorded in front of a live audience, Opry introduces the 
cream of country music artists from the length and breadth of Ireland, from the Millennium Forum, 
Derry. 
 
IS 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Belladrum - Cridhe Tartan  
Thursday 22 November 
BBC ALBA, 11.15 – 11.30pm  
 
Fiona MacKenzie presents highlights from the 2018 Belladrum Tartan Heart music festival.  
Tonight’s featured act is an energetic rock outfit from England by the name of You Me At Six. You Me 
At Six was the penultimate act to take to the Garden Stage on the final night of this year’s festival and 
the five strong band certainly had the Bella crowd dancing and jumping along to their sensational set. 
Belladrum Tartan Heart Festival has been running since 2004 when it was only a one day event. The 
popular event now runs across three fest packed days and boasts an annual stellar line up.  
Year on year the festival grows and attracts crowds of nearly seventeen thousand punters to the 
event on the beautiful Belladrum estate by Beauly in Inverness-shire, whilst maintaining its reputation 
as an eclectic, vibrant and family friendly festival in the heart of the Highlands. 
 
IS 
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All Programme Information copy may be used free of charge on condition that it credits the relevant 
BBC programme or service. The material contained on the Programme Information pages is protected 
by copyright which is owned by the BBC. Material may not be reproduced or used other than in 
respect to BBC programmes © British Broadcasting Corporation 2018. 
Please note that television & radio programmes are subject to change. Schedule additions will be 
submitted in the event of any significant change.  
Transcripts of BBC Radio Scotland programmes are not available. 

 


